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We did it again! Thanks to our wonderful

and supportive club members, The April
2015 Chief Solano Kennel Club All Breed
Dog Show was a HUGE SUCCESS!
It is simply amazing how much work goes into
putting on a show as large as this one. The
judges are selected a year or two in advance. The
Fairgrounds, the equipment, the vendors, the
various chairs, the food, the hotels, the raffle, the
setup and takedown….amazing.
Our club is fortunate to have members who are
willing to help tirelessly in many capacities.
When one event was over members simply
checked with other events to see if they needed
help. And the cleanup…Linda said it was the
fastest cleanup she could remember!! Thank you
Team for a terrific show and the best raffle and
contribution to Take The Lead we’ve ever had!

Linda and Sharon and Christy were
everywhere checking up to see whatever
was needed and making it happen

It seems like
those
Cavaliers
are
everywhere!

The refreshment
table for the
Judges surpassed
itself this year
thanks to the
vigilance and style
of our consummate
host. Pam received
many complements
for the wide variety
of tasty treats. And
the flowers were a
treat for the eyes.

Working in the kitchen can
be very stressful
sometimes………..

Speaking of
FOOD…
Zella And Family
have won the job
for as long as
possible. It was a
delight to all!!
Home Made
goodness and a
wonderful menu
brought Thank You
notes from
judges ..and
members too !!!

AND THE WINNERS
WERE…..
DELIGHTED!!!

Cynthia was back again this
year making sure we did well
for the Take the Lead
Charity….and WE DID!
Yay Cynthia and Julie and
Laurie!!!!!!!
Thanks to the generosity of
our club members who rallied
to our cause we had raffle
drawings on both Saturday
and Sunday.

Total Excitement!!!

What a terrific crew
we have with our
club members who
worked very hard to
make everything
come off so
smoothly. What we
lack in huge
numbers, we make
up with heart and
spirit!

DOGS, DOGS, DOGS!
Big dogs, little dogs, tiny dogs…all
adorable, all very, very loved!!!
Right before our
show…Linda
finally got to
bask in the light
of…….another
Championship!

Janet fell for a
three pound
Pomeranian
OMG!

Just as I mentioned
how much I wanted
a dog that could sit
in my lap…this 110
pound mastiff
climbed right up
and settled in.
Very impressive…
but a little

Another show over and
already Linda is looking
to next year and offering
some exciting events to
draw an even larger
crowd!! Be sure to
share if you have some
interesting ideas!!

